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INVITED PAPER Special Section on Antenna and Propagation Technologies Contributing to Diversification of Wireless Technologies

Several Types of Antennas Composed of Microwave Metamaterials

Tie Jun CUI†a), Xiao-Yang ZHOU†, Xin Mi YANG††, Wei Xiang JIANG†, Qiang CHENG†,
and Hui Feng MA†, Nonmembers

SUMMARY We present a review of several types of microwave anten-
nas made of metamaterials, including the resonant electrically small an-
tennas, metamaterial-substrate patch antennas, metamaterial flat-lens an-
tennas, and Luneburg lens antennas. In particular, we propose a new type
of conformal antennas using anisotropic zero-index metamaterials, which
have high gains and low sidelobes. Numerical simulations and experimen-
tal results show that metamaterials have unique properties to design new
antennas with high performance.
key words: metamaterials, resonant antennas, metamaterial substrate,
gradient index, anisotropic zero index, flat lens, Luneburg lens, high per-
formance

1. Introduction

Due to the unique and unusual properties which cannot be
achieved by natural materials, metamaterials have attracted
much attention in the scientific and engineering communi-
ties. Firstly known as the left-handed material (LHM) [1]
which possess negative permittivity and negative permeabil-
ity simultaneously, metamaterial has now become a much
broader concept [2], including LHM, electric plasma, mag-
netic plasma, gradient-index (GRIN) material, and zero-
index material, etc. Because of the outstanding performance
of metamaterials, they have been used to design some excit-
ing devices such as invisibility cloaks [3]–[8], ground-plane
cloaks [9]–[13], electromagnetic concentrators [14], [15],
rotators [16], polarizers [17]–[19], novel antennas [20]–
[26], and optical-illusion devices [27]–[30].

Among the above-mentioned exciting devices, the
novel antennas are of great importance due to their practical
applications in microwave engineering. In the first part of
the paper, we present a review of several types of antennas
which are realized using the microwave metamaterials: the
electrically small antennas made of metamaterial resonant
structures, the patch antennas with the waveguided metama-
terial substrates, the flat-lens antennas made of GRIN meta-
materials, and the Luneburg lens antennas made of GRIN
metamaterials. In the second part of the paper, we propose a
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new type of conformal antennas using the anisotropic zero-
index metamaterials, which have high gains and low side-
lobes. Both numerical simulations and experimental results
show that metamaterials have unique properties to design
novel antennas with high performance.

2. Electrically-Small Antennas Composed of Metama-
terial Unit Cells [31]

Resonant metamaterial unit cells can be used to reduce the
antenna size while maintaining the satisfactory antenna per-
formance. Mosallaei and Sarabandi introduced the concept
of magneto-dielectrics design in 2004, which was proved to
be effective in the patch antenna miniaturization [32]. Later,
a metamaterial ring antenna was firstly proposed by Qureshi
et al. with the efficiency of 54% [33]. The design of minia-
turized metamaterial patch antenna was further proposed by
Bilotti using the negative-permeability loading [34]. Re-
cently, Ziolkowski and Erentok proposed an efficient ap-
proach to reduce the antenna size by matching the antenna
with a metamaterial-inspired element [35], [36]. Here, we
emphasize an electrically-small metamaterial antenna made
on a printed planar structure.

Figure 1 shows a novel electrically small antenna based
on the split-ring resonator (SRR) geometry [31]. It is a com-
pact printed planar structure, including three parts: 1) the
two radiation patches on the top of substrate [Fig. 1(a)]; 2)
the metal vias integrated in the midlayer of the substrate as
the metal walls [37] [Fig. 1(b)]; and 3) the CPW feed line in
the ground plane [Fig. 1(c)] [31]. This antenna configuration
is actually the extrusion of the conventional SRR structure
[38], which is excited by a coplanar waveguide (CPW) line.
The metal vias arranged along the edges of the radiation
patch connect the top layer with the ground plane to form
a series resonant circuit, enabling the antenna to operate at
the wavelength much larger than its size. Meanwhile, the
metal vias arranged along the gap between the two radiation
patches act as perfectly electric conductor (PEC) wall in the
substrate, which greatly increases the effective capacitance
of the resonant circuit. Note that the areas, where the metal
vias along the gap are connected to, are separated from the
CPW ground plane to prevent short-circuiting of the reso-
nant circuit. The extending of the top radiation patches effi-
ciently capture the magnetic flux generated by the feed line
and the antenna can be regarded as a magnetic dipole at res-
onance. The main radiation direction is normal to the radia-
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Fig. 1 The geometry of the SRR-based antenna. (a) Top surface. (b)
Mid-layer. (c) Bottom surface. (d) The overall topology of the antenna
(Unit: mm).

Fig. 2 The simulated and measured S 11 parameters of the SRR-based
antenna structure.

tion patches due to the existence of the CPW ground plane.
The dimension of the radiation patches are l1 = 20 mm,

l2 = 22 mm, the gap between them is 0.15 mm, and the dis-
tance from the end of radiation patch to the edge of substrate
is 5 mm, as shown in Fig. 1(a) [31]. The distance between
the two adjacent vias is 0.5 mm with the diameter of 0.5 mm,
as shown in Fig. 1(b). The gap between the CPW feed line
and ground plane is 0.15 mm and the width of feed line is
2.6 mm to achieve the port impedance of 50Ω, as demon-
strated in Fig. 1(c). The distance from the end of feed line
to the edge of ground plane has a dramatic influence on the
total magnetic flux in the antenna system, which determines
the return loss of the antenna. This distance is optimized
as d = 9 mm to provide the sufficient magnetic flux for the
antenna. The open-ended CPW feed line is adopted in this
design with e = 0.2 mm. The substrate is a standard F4B
material with relative permittivity of 2.65. The thickness of
substrate is 0.8 mm and the deposited copper thickness is
0.018 mm. The ground plane is square shaped in the plane
with the size of 30 mm × 30 mm [31].

Fig. 3 The Measured Normalized radiation pattern of the improved
SRR-based antenna.

Figure 2 shows that the measured resonant frequency
of the antenna is 3.05 GHz, where the electrical size of the
antenna is 0.204λ × 0.224λ × 0.0081λ [31]. The measured
antenna gain is 2.25 dB at resonance and the corresponding
measured normalized radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 3
[31]. The cross-polarization level in the main lobe direc-
tion is about 20 dB lower than the co-polarization in both E
and H planes and the front-to-back ratio is relatively good
(7.5 dB). Comparatively, conventional patch antenna with
the same resonant frequency and the same dimensions as
the SRR-based antenna (such conditions could be satisfied
by setting the relative permittivity of patch antenna as 6.11)
has a lower radiation efficiency (69%) than the above SRR-
based antenna (88%).

3. Metamaterial-Substrate Patch Antennas [39]

Conventional patch antennas suffer from narrow impedance
bandwidth. One of the approaches to improve its band-
width without increasing antenna size and height (or vol-
ume) is to utilize magneto-dielectric substrate with en-
hanced magnetic response which lowers the quality factor
of the patch antenna [40], [41]. In the past a few years,
some efforts have been conducted to make use of artificial
magneto-dielectric substrates in patch antennas. Such ar-
tificial magneto-dielectric materials are usually composed
of metal structures with magnetic responses (e.g. SRRs),
which are easily realized in the microwave frequencies with
low loss. When the artificial magneto-dielectric materials
are loaded into patch antennas, they are usually stacked be-
tween the ground plane and antenna patch [42]–[44].

Figure 4 shows the microstrip patch antenna loaded
with a compact artificial magneto-dielectric substrate [39].
This antenna requires simple single-layer PCB techniques
for fabrication and consists of a supporting dielectric, a radi-
ating patch and a ground plane on two sides of the dielectric,
separately. It has additional etched patterns right under the
patch in the ground metallization compared to the conven-
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Fig. 4 The illustration of microstrip antenna loaded with waveguided
magneto-dielectric metamaterial of EML array. The yellow area indicates
metallization and the green area indicates the supporting dielectric. (a)
Front view. (b) Back view. (c) EML-based antenna with an additional
shield metal plate.

tional patch antenna. The etched patterns is a periodically
arranged array with 5 identical planar unit cells along each
of the two orthogonal directions in the ground plane. The
planar unit cell characterizes a meander line embedded in a
square area defect in the ground and hence is called as em-
bedded meander-line (EML) [39]. The EML periodicity is
4.2 mm along each direction and the EML geometries are
dx = 4.05 mm, dy = 4.05 mm, g = 0.15 mm, gl = 0.15 mm,
and wl = 0.15 mm. The thickness, permittivity and loss tan-
gent of the supporting dielectric are h = 1.43 mm, 2.65 and
0.001, respectively. The EML array together with the sup-
porting dielectric and the top metallization (i.e. the metallic
patch) constitute a kind of waveguided metamaterial [45]–
[47] with effective magneto-dielectric properties, acting as
the artificial substrate of the antenna. The effective medium
parameters μy and εz of the EML-based waveguided meta-
material are shown in Fig. 5 [39]. It can be seen that the
EML-based waveguided metamaterial has a lowered permit-
tivity with respect to the supporting dielectric and an en-
hanced permeability with weak dispersion before resonance.
Around the antenna working frequency (about 3.5 GHz), the
effective medium parameters are εz ≈ 1.83 − j0.0077 and
μy ≈ 2.22 − j0.0427.

The antenna patch width and patch length are wp =

21 mm and lp = 22 mm [39]. The dimensions of the feeding
network are: we = 3.86 mm, le = 16 mm, wm = 0.42 mm,
and lm = 15.34 mm, where we and le are the width and
length of 50 Ohm microstrip feeding line, respectively, and
wm and lm are the width and length of the quarter-wavelength
matching line, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The

Fig. 5 The effective medium parameters of the EML-based waveguided
metamaterial.

Fig. 6 The simulated and measured reflection coefficient of the EML-
based patch antenna (solid line and dash dot line, respectively) and the
simulated reflection coefficient of the control antenna (dashed line).

overall sizes of the resulting antenna are 60 mm wide and
76.34 mm long. To suppress the back radiation due to the de-
fects in the ground plane, an additional metal shield plate is
added beneath and parallel to the antenna ground, as shown
in Fig. 4(c). The sizes of shield plate are sx = 70 mm,
sy = 50 mm, st = 1 mm, and the distance between the shield
and antenna ground is sh = 5 mm. According to Ref. [40],
the bandwidth improvement factor of the EML-based patch
antenna over control antenna could be estimated as 2.06 by
the following expression

BIF =
√
εdμy/εz, (1)

where εd = 3.51 is the substrate permittivity of the control
antenna. We remark that the control antenna is a conven-
tional patch antenna based on purely dielectric substrate. It
has the same overall size, the same patch size and the same
supporting dielectric thickness as the EML-based antenna.
Both antennas have nearly the same working frequency.

The reflection coefficients of the EML-based patch an-
tenna and the control antenna are given in Fig. 6 [39], where
the fabricated EML-based antenna is shown in the inset. The
simulated and measured −10 dB bandwidths of the EML-
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based antenna are 77.7 MHz and 76 MHz, while the simu-
lated −10 dB bandwidth of the control antenna is 42 MHz.
Clearly, the bandwidth improvement factor is about 1.85,
which is close to the theoretical prediction. Figure 7 com-
pares the simulated magnetic field distribution under the
patch at resonance for the EML-based antenna and the con-
trol antenna [39]. It is obvious that the magnetic-field in-
tensity (and hence the stored energy) of the EML-based an-
tenna is much smaller than that of the control antenna, in-
dicating that the quality factor of antenna is decreased by
using the artificial magneto-dielectric loading. The EML
loading together with metal shield plate has little influence
on the radiation characteristic (radiation efficiency, forward
co-polarization gain etc.) of the patch antenna. The mea-
sured E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the EML-
based antenna at the central working frequency 3.494 GHz
are shown in Fig. 8 [39], which reveals that front-to-back
ratios in E and H planes are 11.98 dB and 20.76 dB, re-

Fig. 7 The simulated magnetic-field intensity distribution under the
patch at the resonance. (a) The antenna with the EML array. (b) The control
antenna.

Fig. 8 The measured radiation pattern of the patch antenna with the EML
array at 3.494 GHz. In the E plane, the positive/negative θ value corre-
sponds to the φ = 0◦/φ = 180◦ half plane. In the H plane, the posi-
tive/negative θ value corresponds to the φ = 90◦/φ = 270◦ half plane.

spectively, and the cross-polarizations in E and H planes are
about −21.07 dB and −19.58 dB, respectively.

4. Metamaterial Flat-Lens Antennas [48]

Lens antenna is widely used in microwave frequency due to
its high directivity and wide bandwidth. It is designed to
transform the spherical wave front, which is emitted from
a feed at the focus, into planar wave front. The classic mi-
crowave lens is composed of homogeneous dielectric mate-
rial with curvilinear shape. However, inhomogeneous index
distribution could bring additional benefit such as the flat
surface and large scanning angle to lens antenna [49], [50].
This can be conveniently achieved by metamaterials whose
particles could be tuned independently [51]. Alternatively,
flat lens antennas could also be realized using negatively-
graded refractive index [52], which may suffer from the loss
and the frequency bandwidth.

Impedance matching with free space is an important
issue for the flat GRIN lens antenna [48]. By utilizing meta-
materials whose effective wave impedance is close to that
of free space to construct the GRIN lens, good impedance
matching could be achieved without designing matching
layers. This is an advantage over the conventional GRIN
lens composed of pure dielectric materials.

Figure 9 shows a sample of two-dimensional (2D)
beam-scanning GRIN lens antennas realized by metamate-
rials, whose unit cell is given in the right-lower corner of

Fig. 9 The experiment sample of beam-scanning metamaterial lens
antenna and the involved metamaterial unit cell.

Fig. 10 The effective index of refraction (n) and wave impedance (Z) of
metamaterial unit cells with varied l3 at 8 GHz (l2 is fixed as 1.8 mm).
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Fig. 9 [48]. A line source is located on the central axis of
the lens with a distance of d = 60 mm to excite the lens. A
perfectly electrical conducting (PEC) horn is placed behind
the source to restrain the back radiation. The metamaterial
lens is 2L = 121.6 mm long and t = 30.4 mm thick. The
height of the lens h is finite (12 mm) for the sake of near-
field measurement. It is equally divided into 32 pieces of
printed circuit boards (PCBs) and each PCB contains 8 unit
cells along the optical axis. The metamaterial unit cell here
is a subwavelength resonator loaded with two interdigital
capacitors and adheres to the F4B substrate whose thick-
ness is 0.5 mm and permittivity is 2.65 with loss tangent
0.001. Since the incident waves propagate along the y di-
rection with the electric-field polarized along the z-direction
(see Fig. 9), electric and magnetic responses can be inspired
simultaneously for the unit cell to achieve effective wave
impedance close to unity. The periodicity and dimensions
of the unit cell are a = 3.8 mm, b = 3.6 mm, w = 0.2 mm,
g = 0.2 mm, l1 = 2 mm and lm = 3.2 mm. The digit lengths
l2 and l3 in the interdigital capacitor are adjusted to satisfy
the inhomogeneous index distribution along the x direction
as [48]

n(x) = n0 − [x sin θ + (
√

d2 + x2 − d)]/t, (2)

where n0 is the index of refraction at x = 0. The GRIN lens
with such a index distribution approximately transforms the
quasi-cylindrical wave excited by a line source to the plane
wave at a deflection angle θ with respect to the y axis. Three

Fig. 11 The measured results for beam-scanning metamaterial lens an-
tennas. (a)-(c) Near-field distributions for 0, 15, 30-degree beam deflec-
tions. (d) Far-field radiation patterns for 0-degree beam deflection.

cases of deflection angles θ = 0◦, θ = 15◦, and θ = 30◦ were
considered for the metamaterial lenses at 8 GHz [48]. These
cases correspond to initial index of n0 = 1.8, n0 = 2.3, and
n0 = 2.4, respectively. The total index range required by
the three case is from 1.05 to 2.8, which is divided into two
regions: [1.34,2.8] and [1.05,1.29]. The first index range is
achieved by fixing l2 as 1.8 mm and tuning l3 from 0.2 mm
to 2 mm; while the second index range is achieved by fixing
l2 as 1.5 mm and tuning l3 from 0.8 mm to 1.1 mm. The
effective impedances obtained through this manner have a
good match to that of free space. Figure 10 illustrates the
effective medium response of the unit cell when l2 is fixed
as 1.8 mm and l3 changes from 0.2 mm to 2 mm at 8 GHz
[48].

The near-field distributions of the three metamaterial
flat lens antennas with different beam deflection angles have
been measured using the 2D near-filed measurement appa-
ratus (2D Mapper) [53] and are illustrated in Figs. 11(a), (b)
and (c) [48]. Nearly no reflections can be observed from
these results, which validate the design of the antennas. The
simulated and measured far-field radiation patterns with 0-
degree beam deflection at 8 GHz, which are in good agree-
ments, are shown in Fig. 11(d). They exhibit good directive
behaviors and low sidelobes (below −18 dB).

5. Metamaterial Luneberg-Lens Antenna [54]

The Luneberg lens antennas [55] have been widely used in
mobile satellite communications. It transforms the spherical
waves from a point source on its surface into plane waves on
the diametrically opposite side of the lens. The 2D Luneberg
lens has a circular symmetry with the refractive index vary-
ing from 1 to

√
2 with the rule of n =

√
2 − (r/R)2, where R

is the radius of the Luneberg lens and 0 ≤ r ≤ R.
Recently, several work has been reported on Luneberg

lens antennas which were realized by metamaterials [54],
[56], [57]. Besides the traditional Luneberg lens [54], the
transformation optics [58] has been used to produce flat-
tened Luneburg lenses which possess planar focal plane and
zero focal distance [56], [57]. Here, we only introduce the
traditional Luneberg lens realized by metamaterials.

Figure 12 shows a 2D metamaterial Luneberg lens de-
signed at the frequency f = 8 GHz with a radius of R =
49.4 mm and a finite height of 12 mm for the sake of near-
field measurement [54]. The metamaterial Luneberg lens
consists of 1548 planar I-shaped metallic unit cells [10] sep-
arately printed on 24 thin dielectric boards with permittiv-
ity of 2.65. The I-shaped structure is shown in Fig. 12(d).
The dielectric and copper thickness of those PCB boards are
0.25 mm and 0.018 mm, respectively. They are embedded in
an air-like foam and have different lengths to approximate
the circular shape of the lens. The continuous index distri-
bution of the lens is discretized by a set of rectangular grids
in accordance with the separate PCB boards, as shown in
Fig. 12(a), resulting a discrete refractive-index distribution
for the Luneberg lens, as shown in Fig. 12(b). The geomet-
rical parameter g of the I-shaped unit cell varies spatially
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Fig. 12 The design of metamaterial Luneberg lens antenna. (a) The dis-
crete rectangular grid approximating a circular Luneberg Lens, (b) The rel-
ative refractive index distributions, (c) The experimental sample of the lens,
(d) The details of the metamaterials in (c).

Fig. 13 The relationship between the geometry g and the effective
medium parameters of the I-shaped structure.

throughout the lens to realize the discrete index distribution.
The periodicity and other geometrical parameters of all I-
shaped unit cells are ax = az = 3.8 mm, w = 0.2 mm, and
d = g+2w [54]. Note that the minimum n available with the
I-shaped unit cell is 1.15, hence the discrete indexes smaller
than 1.15 are all designed as 1.15. The effective permittivity
εr increases monotonously as g increases, and the relative
permeability μr is very close to unity for the I-shaped struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 13 [54]. Besides, the effective medium
parameters of I-shaped structure nearly remain the same
within the frequency band from 7 GHz to 9 GHz. Compared
to the traditional Luneberg lens, the above novel metamate-
rial Luneberg lens is easier to fabricate with lower price and
lighter weight.

The near-field distributions of the 2D metamaterial
Luneberg lens antenna were measured using the 2D map-

Fig. 14 The electric field distributions of the metamaterial Luneberg
lens antenna, (a) The simulated result at 8 GHz, (b) The measured result
at 8 GHz, (c) The measured result at 7 GHz, (d) The measured result at
8.5 GHz.

per [54], and were transformed to the far-field radiation pat-
terns using the near-far field transformation technology [59].
In the experiment, a conducting reflector is placed against
the metamaterials lens to restrain the back radiation of the
line source used to feed the lens, as shown in Fig. 12(c).
The experimental results have good agreements to the sim-
ulation results, as shown in Figs. 14(a), 14(b) and 15(a)
[54]. Considering the relatively small electric-size aperture
(2R = 2.63λ), the metamaterial lens antenna has a good
performance with relatively high gain. Figures 14(c) and
(d) give the measured near-field distributions at 7 GHz and
8.5 GHz, and Fig. 15(b) gives the measured radiation pat-
terns at 7 GHz, 8 GHz and 8.5 GHz, demonstrating that the
metamaterial lens antenna works well in a wide frequency
band.

6. Conformal Lens Antennas Made of Anisotropic
Zero-Index Metamaterials

Recently, due to the potential to enhance the directivity
of antennas, zero refractive index metamaterials (ZIMs)
have aroused great interest [60], [61]. We have shown that
a feeding monopole embedded in an anisotropic ZIM di-
rectly radiates plane waves instead of spherical waves, when
one component of the permeability tensor approaches zero
[61]. Based on such a property, a highly directive emis-
sion of electromagnetic waves can be obtained based on the
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Fig. 15 The far-field radiation patterns of the metamaterial Luneberg-
like lens antenna. (a) The simulated and measured results at 8 GHz. (b)
The measured results at 7 GHz, 8 GHz, and 8.5 GHz.

anisotropic ZIM with arbitrary shapes. It should be noted
that the wave impedance of air and anisotropic metamate-
rial could be designed as matching, to make high-efficiency
emission.

In this section, we propose a kind of novel conformal
antennas using the anisotropic ZIMs, which can be attached
to arbitrarily-shaped PEC object. In the following designs,
the electromagnetic parameters of the anisotropic metama-
terials are chosen as μx = 1, μy = 10−5, and εz = 1. We
have designed the anisotropic metamaterial in the X band
(10 GHz), and observed their highly directive emission from
both near-field distributions and far-field radiations.

We first consider a small-sized anisotropic ZIM an-
tenna (4-wavelength aperture) covered on a planar PEC
patch. The feeding monopole is embedded in the anisotropic
metamaterial. Even in the small-aperture case, the plane-
wave feature is well conserved in the near-field region out-
side the metamaterial, and the waves can be emitted to the
far-field region as a highly directive beam. This can be
clearly observed from the simulation result demonstrated
in Fig. 16(a). Since the wave impedance in the anisotropic
metamaterial is matched to that in free space, the plane
waves will be emitted without any reflections in the for-
ward direction. As a comparison, the near-field distribution
of a GRIN lens antenna with the same aperture is given in
Fig. 16(b). Clearly, the anisotropic ZIM antenna has a bet-

Fig. 16 (a) The near-field distribution of the anisotropic ZIM antenna.
(b) The near-field distribution of the GRIN antenna. The aperture of both
antennas is 12mm (4 wavelengths).

Fig. 17 The comparison of normalized radiation patterns of the ZIM and
GRIN antennas with 4-wavelength aperture.

ter performance than the GRIN lens to generate high-quality
plane waves. The comparison of far-field radiation patterns
of the two antennas is shown in Fig. 17. We clearly observe
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Fig. 18 (a) The near-field distribution of the anisotropic ZIM antenna.
(b) The near-field distribution of the GRIN antenna. The aperture of both
antennas is 24mm (8 wavelengths).

that the anisotropic ZIM antenna has a higher directivity
and lower sidelobes than the GRIN lens. When the aper-
ture sizes of both antennas are increased to 8 wavelengths,
the near-field distributions are illustrated in Fig. 18 and the
far-field radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 19, further con-
firming the above conclusions.

In real applications, conformal antennas are usually re-
quired. In another word, the antennas are always designed
to have conformal shapes to the surface of the mechanical
carrier (such as the head of an aircraft). It is expected that
the properties of the conformal antennas are similar to those
of planar antennas, regardless of the boundary shape. In the
earlier design, the anisotropic ZIM is shaped to a flat PEC
patch, which shows excellent directivity under the excitation
of a monopole antenna. Next we consider another example,
in which the anisotropic ZIM is designed on a semicircular
PEC object, and the outer boundary-shape is also semicircu-
lar, as shown in Fig. 20. The simulation results are demon-
strated in Fig. 20, where the monopole antenna is also em-
bedded in the anisotropic metamaterial. Two cases are con-
sidered, in which the outer radius of ZIM antenna is fixed

Fig. 19 The comparison of normalized radiation patterns of the ZIM and
GRIN antennas with 8-wavelength aperture.

Fig. 20 The near-field distributions of the semi-circular conformal ZIM
antennas. The outer radius of the antenna is 100 mm. (a) The inner radius
of the antenna r0 = 30 mm. (b) The inner radius of the antenna r0 = 60 mm.

to 100 mm. In the first case, the inner radius of the antenna
(or the radius of the PEC object) is 30 mm (see Fig. 20(a)),
hence the antenna has a large volume and the object has a
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Fig. 21 The normalized radiation patterns of the conformal antennas
with different inner radii.

small size. In the second case, the inner radius (or the radius
of the object) is 60 mm (see Fig. 20(b)), and hence the an-
tenna has a small volume and the object has a large size. In
both cases, very good directivities are observed. From the
near-field distributions shown in Fig. 20, we notice that the
plane waves are generated inside the semicircular metamate-
rial, and then, the waves are emitted at the curved interface.
We clearly see that the near-field patterns are insensitive to
the shape variance of the metamaterial. The plane waves are
always directed to the y direction, the anisotropic direction.
The far-field radiation patterns of both cases are illustrated
in Fig. 21, in which high directivities and low sidelobes have
been verified.

7. Conclusions

Several applications of metamaterials on microwave an-
tennas have been presented. Resonant metamaterial
unit cells with sub-wavelength are suitable in design-
ing electrically-small antennas. By utilizing waveguided
magneto-dielectric metamaterial as the substrate of patch
antenna, the impedance bandwidth of patch antenna can
be improved with little influences on the radiation char-
acteristic. Non-resonant metamaterials could be used to
construct GRIN lens with broadband beam-steering per-
formance. Conformal lens antennas with good impedance
matching and high-efficiency emission could be achieved
using anisotropic zero-index metamaterials. All such ap-
plications confirm that metamaterials provide promising ap-
proach in the future antenna engineering.
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